Classification of mental tasks using fixed and adaptive autoregressive models of EEG signals.
Classification of EEG signals extracted during mental tasks is a technique for designing brain computer interfaces (BCI). We classify EEG signals that were extracted during mental tasks using fixed autoregressive (FAR) and adaptive AR (AAR) models. Five different mental tasks from 4 subjects were used in the experimental study and combinations of 2 different mental tasks are studied for each subject. Four different feature extraction methods were used to extract features from these EEG signals: FAR coefficients computed with Burg's algorithm using 125 data points, without segmentation and with segmentation of 25 data points, AAR coefficients computed with least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm using 125 data points, without segmentation and with segmentation of 25 data points. Multilayer perception (MLP) neural network (NN) trained by the backpropagation (BP) algorithm is used to classify these features into the different categories representing the mental tasks. The best results for FAR was 92.70% while for AAR was only 81.80%. The results obtained here indicated that FAR using 125 data points without segmentation gave better classification performance as compared to AAR, with all other parameters constant.